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Be the right insurance agent. 



Premier Insurance Contracts is a reputable

and dedicated Field Marketing Organization

(FMO) in the insurance industry. Our

organization supports independent insurance

agents nationwide by coordinating and

promoting various aspects of agent

development, including licensing, training,

marketing, and sales management.

Our focus on agent support sets our

organization apart from others in the industry,

as it recognizes that the success of

independent agents is integral to the

company's overall success. Premier Insurance

Contracts enables agents to represent

themselves and meet client's needs by

providing resources, training, and marketing

support.

New & experienced agents
united for 

S U C C E S S

About
COMPANY



What PRINSUCO
AGENTS RECEIVE

Personalized digital brand design

Licensing and multi-state licensing support

Agent personalized videos and content

Personalized landing page 

Professional photography & video recording 

Digital content planner and calendar

Personalized internet domain (.com, .net, .biz)

Storefront set up 

Lead programs in multiple lines of business

State-of-the-art CRM with Marketing

Automation

Agent-specific membership club and card

with QR scanning

Quoting and enrolling platform for ACA

Quoting and enrolling platform for Medicare

Advantage

2-year new agent program

Carrier scheduled training



Learn to be a successful agent
with The Seven Power Plays
training, mastering each step
for implementation and
success.

Seven Power Plays
For the NEW Insurance Agent

A comprehensive booklet
guiding insurance agents on
crafting a successful social
media strategy, covering all
aspects step by step.

Social Media Strategy Plan
For the Insurance Agent

Maximize sales with the concise
48 Closing Strategies booklet,
covering diverse techniques to
seal deals and avoid missed
opportunities.

48 Closing Strategies
For the Insurance Agents

Resources
FOR OUR AGENTS

and many more
propietary resources.



We offer agents
TOP CARRIERS



Full Statement Transparency

Collect Full Commissions

Monthly Audit Training

Contracting Mentoring

16750 Hedgecroft Dr. Suite 500
Houston, TX 77060

Address:

(832) 850-6873
Phone:

contact@prinsuco.com
Email:

Contact Us

Agent
COMMISSIONS

mailto:contact@prinsuco.com

